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NMSNMS ofof CôteCôte d’Ivoire,d’Ivoire, likelike thosethose ofof otherother developingdeveloping countries,countries, isis facingfacing variousvarious
difficultiesdifficulties::

•• LowLow densitydensity ofof observingobserving networknetwork (cover(cover raterate ofof 66%%));;
•• ObsoleteObsolete instrumentsinstruments withwith nono sparespare partsparts (dating(dating ofof moremore thanthan 3030 years)years);;
•• AgeingAgeing andand insufficientinsufficient staffstaff (mean(mean ageage == 5050));;
•• LackLack ofof aa laboratorylaboratory forfor instruments'instruments' calibrationcalibration;;
•• InadequateInadequate oror lacklack ofof operationaloperational infrastructureinfrastructure toto observe,observe, detect,detect, forecastforecast andand

announceannounce inin advanceadvance thethe dangersdangers toto populationpopulation (networks(networks ofof radarsradars andand automaticautomatic
weatherweather stations)stations);;

•• LackLack ofof centralizedcentralized datadata processingprocessing toto ensureensure qualityquality controlcontrol andand realreal timetime
calculationscalculations inin aa singlesingle locationlocation;;

•• OwnOwn veryvery limitedlimited resourcesresources..

ThroughThrough subsub--regionalregional cooperationcooperation programmesprogrammes (in(in WestWest Africa)Africa) supportedsupported byby WMO,WMO, NMSNMS ofof
CôteCôte d’Ivoired’Ivoire hashas benefitedbenefited fromfrom recyclingrecycling agentsagents andand receiptreceipt ofof workingworking materialsmaterials::

•• TheThe MSGMSG satellitesatellite receivingreceiving systemsystem enablesenables itsits forecastersforecasters toto detect,detect, quicklyquickly andand
accuratelyaccurately predictpredict thethe weatherweather andand issueissue warningswarnings toto peoplepeople;;

•• TheThe mediamedia weatherweather studio,studio, providedprovided byby UKUK MetMet Office,Office, allowsallows meteorologistsmeteorologists toto shapeshape
meteorologicalmeteorological informationinformation soso asas toto broadcastbroadcast throughthrough thethe traditionaltraditional mediamedia (radio,(radio,
TV)TV) oror otherother andand reachreach aa widerwider audienceaudience..

ThereforeTherefore,, thethe effortsefforts shouldshould bebe pursuedpursued toto buildbuild thethe technicaltechnical andand humanhuman capacitycapacity ofof
NMSNMS inin developingdeveloping countries,countries, andand especiallyespecially toto preservepreserve thethe gainsgains..

ABSTRACT ABSTRACT 



 According to the SecretaryAccording to the Secretary--General of WMO, General of WMO, “ The economic impact “ The economic impact 
of natural disasters has shown a marked upward trend over the of natural disasters has shown a marked upward trend over the 
last several decades. Additionally, developing countries, last several decades. Additionally, developing countries, 
especially the Least Developed Countries (LCDs) are more especially the Least Developed Countries (LCDs) are more 
affected by these hazards, thereby increasing their affected by these hazards, thereby increasing their 
vulnerability and setting back their economic and social growth, vulnerability and setting back their economic and social growth, 
sometimes by decades."sometimes by decades." ((World Meteorological Day 2006World Meteorological Day 2006) ) 

 To prevent these natural disasters and mitigate their effects, To prevent these natural disasters and mitigate their effects, 
WMO Members are obliged, within the framework of the World WMO Members are obliged, within the framework of the World 
Weather Watch (WWW) Programme to: Weather Watch (WWW) Programme to: 
•• have a network of observing stations and measuring have a network of observing stations and measuring 

instruments that meet WMO regulatory and guidance material;instruments that meet WMO regulatory and guidance material;
•• provide standardized and high quality observational data.provide standardized and high quality observational data.

I/ I/ INTRODUCTION INTRODUCTION 



 The current challenge for developing countries is their limited The current challenge for developing countries is their limited 
access to advanced observing systems, essential for better access to advanced observing systems, essential for better 
monitoring of the Earth's atmosphere, a more accurate weather monitoring of the Earth's atmosphere, a more accurate weather 
forecast and the establishment of an effective early warning forecast and the establishment of an effective early warning 
system, because their cost of purchasing and operating is very system, because their cost of purchasing and operating is very 
expensive, and the level of specialization of maintenance staff expensive, and the level of specialization of maintenance staff 
is insufficient.  is insufficient.  

 With the emergence of new and everWith the emergence of new and ever--increasing needs in improved increasing needs in improved 
weather products and services, with the lack of financial weather products and services, with the lack of financial 
resources and qualified technical staff in these developing resources and qualified technical staff in these developing 
countries,countries,
What must be done in technology transfer and capacity building, What must be done in technology transfer and capacity building, 
particularly at the NMS of Côte d’Ivoire? particularly at the NMS of Côte d’Ivoire? 

I/ I/ INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION (continued)(continued)



II/ II/ DEFINITIONS DEFINITIONS 
Technology transferTechnology transfer: : 

•• According to According to World Intellectual Property Organization World Intellectual Property Organization 
(WIPO) “A technology transfer consists in selling, by (WIPO) “A technology transfer consists in selling, by 
contract, with a purchaser, the rights to use a contract, with a purchaser, the rights to use a 
technique, a process, a product which it owns, as well as technique, a process, a product which it owns, as well as 
knowknow--how for industrial production.”how for industrial production.”

Capacity buildingCapacity building: : 
•• Capacity building aims to improve the potential Capacity building aims to improve the potential 
performance of an organization, as reflected in its performance of an organization, as reflected in its 
resources and its management resources and its management –– e.g. improve its aptitude e.g. improve its aptitude 
to successfully apply its skills and resources to achieve to successfully apply its skills and resources to achieve 
its goals and satisfy partners expectations.  its goals and satisfy partners expectations.  



1.1. GeneralGeneral
2.2. Instrumental diagnosisInstrumental diagnosis
3.3. Staff diagnosisStaff diagnosis

III/ III/ DIAGNOSIS DIAGNOSIS 



i.i. FrenchFrench--speaking country speaking country 
inin West Africa. West Africa. Its Its 
southern boundary is southern boundary is 
along the Gulf of Guinea along the Gulf of Guinea 
on about 600 km.on about 600 km.

ii.ii. Population:Population:
20 million in 2009.20 million in 2009.

iii.iii. Area:Area:
322,462 km².322,462 km².

iv.iv. WWorld's largest cocoa orld's largest cocoa 
producer, providing 43% producer, providing 43% 
of the world's cocoa.of the world's cocoa.

III.1/ III.1/ General General Côte d’Ivoire Côte d’Ivoire 



III.1/ General  III.1/ General  Organization of NMS Organization of NMS 



III.1/ General  III.1/ General  Heritage of NMS Heritage of NMS 

 Network of meteorological observing stationsNetwork of meteorological observing stations
 14 synoptic stations; 14 synoptic stations; 
 6 6 climatologicalclimatological stations; stations; 
 183 precipitation stations.  183 precipitation stations.  
 Means of telecommunicationMeans of telecommunication
 9 VSAT satellite connections; 9 VSAT satellite connections; 
 22 SSB and CODAN radio connections; 22 SSB and CODAN radio connections; 
 1 MSG satellite receiving station. 1 MSG satellite receiving station. 
 OthersOthers
 1 media weather studio;  1 media weather studio;  
 3 new digital barometers (3 new digital barometers (VaisalaVaisala). ). 
 1 laboratory for instruments’ maintenance and calibration 1 laboratory for instruments’ maintenance and calibration 
(destroyed during the war in 2002)(destroyed during the war in 2002)



III.2/ Instrumental diagnosisIII.2/ Instrumental diagnosis

 We propose to do in this part, a critical analysis of the We propose to do in this part, a critical analysis of the 
state of measuring instruments at our observing stations state of measuring instruments at our observing stations 
network in relation to WMO quality standards. network in relation to WMO quality standards. 

 Quality factors of a measure are:  Quality factors of a measure are:  
•• Representativeness of the site,Representativeness of the site,
•• Intrinsic characteristics of sensors and measurement Intrinsic characteristics of sensors and measurement 

methods;  methods;  
•• Maintenance and calibration of instruments.Maintenance and calibration of instruments.



III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis (continued)(continued)

1)1) The station spacing should be such as to provide sufficiently The station spacing should be such as to provide sufficiently 
accurate values for the meteorological variables at any point accurate values for the meteorological variables at any point 
between two stations. For certain variables, such as between two stations. For certain variables, such as 
precipitation, a separation of 10 km between stations may be precipitation, a separation of 10 km between stations may be 
required (climatology, veryrequired (climatology, very--shortshort--period forecasting). For period forecasting). For 
variables such as atmospheric pressure and upper winds, a variables such as atmospheric pressure and upper winds, a 
separation of 100 km between stations will suffice. separation of 100 km between stations will suffice. 

Conventional stationConventional station
Bef.2002Bef.2002// Aft.2002Aft.2002//
Standardized Nb.Standardized Nb.

Achievement rateAchievement rate
Bef.2002Bef.2002// Aft.2002Aft.2002

SynopticSynoptic 14 14 / / 99 / / 3636 39 %39 % / / 25%25%

ClimatologicalClimatological 6 6 // 33 / / 9898 6 % 6 % / / 3%3%

PrecipitationPrecipitation 183 183 // 80 80 / / 30983098 66 % % / / 3%3%





III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis (continued)(continued)
2)2) The equipment used in the observing station network The equipment used in the observing station network 

should be in accordance with the general requirements of should be in accordance with the general requirements of 
meteorological instruments as laid down in the CIMO meteorological instruments as laid down in the CIMO 
guide, in order to provide standardized and high guide, in order to provide standardized and high 
reliability of observational data. reliability of observational data. 

i.i. Most conventional instruments (recorders) are inaccurate, Most conventional instruments (recorders) are inaccurate, 
unreliable, rusty and outdatedunreliable, rusty and outdated::
•• Commissioned in  Commissioned in  1977 1977 -- Last calibration date: Last calibration date: 19921992
•• 92% 92% of meteorological shelters are in poor condition;  of meteorological shelters are in poor condition;  
•• 95% 95% of meteorological stations do not have a wind sensor;of meteorological stations do not have a wind sensor;
•• 46%  46%  of synoptic stations have no barometer.of synoptic stations have no barometer.
•• The The psychrometerpsychrometer without mechanical ventilation and the without mechanical ventilation and the 

hair hygrograph are still used in our observing network hair hygrograph are still used in our observing network 
although their performance is mediocre.  although their performance is mediocre.  



III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis (continued)(continued)

3)3) Regular inspections, including routine maintenance Regular inspections, including routine maintenance 
activities, help to ensure the smooth functioning of a activities, help to ensure the smooth functioning of a 
meteorological station.meteorological station.

i.i. AA centralized data processing is not yet performed:centralized data processing is not yet performed:
•• The data are collected, coded and transmitted manually, with The data are collected, coded and transmitted manually, with 

all the risks of errors;  all the risks of errors;  
•• The quality control of data is difficult to achieve.The quality control of data is difficult to achieve.

ii.ii. The toolbox is incomplete and outdated:  The toolbox is incomplete and outdated:  
•• Some key tools are missing (Some key tools are missing (multimetermultimeter, screwdrivers, etc). , screwdrivers, etc). 

iii.iii. There are no spare parts: There are no spare parts: 
After long recovery of spare parts from failed instruments, the After long recovery of spare parts from failed instruments, the 

maintenance staff has no spare parts. maintenance staff has no spare parts. 
iv.iv. Some weather stations are surrounded by obstacles (new Some weather stations are surrounded by obstacles (new 

building construction, plantations nearby, etc.) which building construction, plantations nearby, etc.) which 
seriously degrade data quality. seriously degrade data quality. 



Overview of sensors and toolboxOverview of sensors and toolbox



III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis III.2/ Instrumental diagnosis (continued)(continued)

4)4) Instruments should be introduced only after a series of Instruments should be introduced only after a series of 
intercomparison tests and other checks have been performed. intercomparison tests and other checks have been performed. 
Testing procedures should be instituted following the Testing procedures should be instituted following the 
arrival of the shipment to determine if the instrument arrival of the shipment to determine if the instrument 
deviates in any way from the national standard. deviates in any way from the national standard. 

i.i. NMS of Côte d’Ivoire does not have equipments for calibration NMS of Côte d’Ivoire does not have equipments for calibration 
and testing of meteorological instruments: and testing of meteorological instruments: 

•• For atmospheric pressure, our national and working standards For atmospheric pressure, our national and working standards 
(mercury barometers) are unusable: (mercury barometers) are unusable: the mercury is oxidizedthe mercury is oxidized. . 
NMS of Côte d’Ivoire has purchased three (3) digital NMS of Côte d’Ivoire has purchased three (3) digital 
barometers in 2008 (barometers in 2008 (VaisalaVaisala). ). 

ii.ii. Our laboratory for instruments’ maintenance and calibration, Our laboratory for instruments’ maintenance and calibration, 
built in built in 1989 1989 with WMO financial support and technical with WMO financial support and technical 
assistance from assistance from MétéoMétéo--France, was completely destroyed during France, was completely destroyed during 
the war in the war in 20022002. . 



III.3/ Staff diagnosisIII.3/ Staff diagnosis
1)1) In addition to the original training in the area of In addition to the original training in the area of 

specialization, staff should undergo periodic refresher specialization, staff should undergo periodic refresher 
courses to maintain their efficiency.courses to maintain their efficiency.

i.i. The maintenance staff is: The maintenance staff is: 
•• insufficient (3 technicians for 236 stations)insufficient (3 technicians for 236 stations)
•• aged (mean age = 50 years)aged (mean age = 50 years)
•• unskilled (professional training courses are too expensive)unskilled (professional training courses are too expensive)

ii.ii. Training courses are rare and deterrent: Training courses are rare and deterrent: 
•• when there are, the share paid by the trainee is still high when there are, the share paid by the trainee is still high 

for developing countries.  for developing countries.  
iii.iii. The duration of technical training courses is very reduced The duration of technical training courses is very reduced 

((five days five days on average). This does not devote enough time to on average). This does not devote enough time to 
practice. practice. 



III.3/ Staff diagnosis III.3/ Staff diagnosis (continued)(continued)

2)2) Stations should be provided with all necessary Stations should be provided with all necessary 
documentation, manuals, guides, other instructions and documentation, manuals, guides, other instructions and 
guidelines to which all staff should have access, and which guidelines to which all staff should have access, and which 
they should study regularly.they should study regularly.

i.i.Our observing stations do not have dedicated libraries on Our observing stations do not have dedicated libraries on 
meteorology and meteorological instruments: meteorology and meteorological instruments: 
•• Documentation and other WMO documents are often held in the Documentation and other WMO documents are often held in the 

offices of heads of department and service, and field offices of heads of department and service, and field 
officers have not access;officers have not access;

•• WMO does not send CIMO guide in French and print format.WMO does not send CIMO guide in French and print format.

ii.ii. Briefings are regularly held back from training in the presence Briefings are regularly held back from training in the presence 
of heads of department, service and engineers.of heads of department, service and engineers.



 Face with difficult working conditions due to the lack of Face with difficult working conditions due to the lack of 
operational infrastructure, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire initiated operational infrastructure, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire initiated 
collective actions at subcollective actions at sub--regional level accomplished with the regional level accomplished with the 
grant of equipments and financial resources by partners. grant of equipments and financial resources by partners. 

 We give in this section, some examples of successful We give in this section, some examples of successful 
assistance, within the framework of WMO voluntary cooperation assistance, within the framework of WMO voluntary cooperation 
programme and bilateral or subprogramme and bilateral or sub--regional cooperation: regional cooperation: 

IV/ IV/ EXAMPLES EXAMPLES 



1.1.PUMA project PUMA project (Preparation for Use of MSG in Africa)(Preparation for Use of MSG in Africa)

Funded by the Funded by the European CommissionEuropean Commission, the PUMA project is a project , the PUMA project is a project 
across the African continent, which began in  across the African continent, which began in  20042004. It helped to . It helped to 
equip equip 53 African countries 53 African countries (including NMS of Côte d’Ivoire) and (including NMS of Côte d’Ivoire) and 
four regional meteorological centers, with computers, satellite four regional meteorological centers, with computers, satellite 
receiving stations. receiving stations. 
It ensured their training and provided them the support It ensured their training and provided them the support 
necessary to receive data from meteorological satellites, in necessary to receive data from meteorological satellites, in 
order to help them to fight against drought, famine, order to help them to fight against drought, famine, 
underdevelopment and the many challenges they face. underdevelopment and the many challenges they face. 

NMS of Côte d’Ivoire successfully operates MSG system for NMS of Côte d’Ivoire successfully operates MSG system for 
general forecast purposes and accurately issues warnings to general forecast purposes and accurately issues warnings to 
people by email, SMS or local radios.people by email, SMS or local radios.

IV/ IV/ EXAMPLESEXAMPLES (continued)(continued)



2.2. Media weather studio projectMedia weather studio project

•• In February In February 20072007, United Kingdom Meteorological Office (, United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UK Met UK Met 
OfficeOffice) funded a training of West and Central Africa ) funded a training of West and Central Africa 
meteorologists at ACMAD centre (Niger) on the design and the meteorologists at ACMAD centre (Niger) on the design and the 
broadcasting of TV meteorological bulletins. broadcasting of TV meteorological bulletins. 

•• UK Met Office has also provided all necessary equipments to UK Met Office has also provided all necessary equipments to 
operate a media weather studio.operate a media weather studio.

•• Two trainees from NMS of Côte d’Ivoire have participated in Two trainees from NMS of Côte d’Ivoire have participated in 
training and they can now produce high quality TV meteorological training and they can now produce high quality TV meteorological 
bulletins. bulletins. 
In 2010, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire signed a partnership agreement In 2010, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire signed a partnership agreement 
with the National Broadcasting Television (RTI) in order to with the National Broadcasting Television (RTI) in order to 
broadcast produced TV meteorological bulletins and to reach a broadcast produced TV meteorological bulletins and to reach a 
wider audience.wider audience.

IV/ IV/ EXAMPLESEXAMPLES (continued)(continued)



3.3. Spanish government projectSpanish government project

Through the Spanish State Meteorological Agency (AeMET), Spanish Through the Spanish State Meteorological Agency (AeMET), Spanish 
government is firmly committed to the advancement of government is firmly committed to the advancement of 
meteorological cooperation at submeteorological cooperation at sub--regional level (North and West regional level (North and West 
Africa) through major acts:Africa) through major acts:

•• October 17October 17--19, 200719, 2007: Meeting of Directors of NMHSs from West : Meeting of Directors of NMHSs from West 
Africa in Las Palmas (Spain) to develop a programme of Africa in Las Palmas (Spain) to develop a programme of 
activities for capacity building. activities for capacity building. 

IV/ IV/ EXAMPLESEXAMPLES (continued)(continued)



•• February 27February 27--29, 200829, 2008: Meeting of experts in marine : Meeting of experts in marine 
meteorology from West Africa in Dakar (Senegal), in order to meteorology from West Africa in Dakar (Senegal), in order to 
harmonize various initiatives under way in the region:harmonize various initiatives under way in the region:
In In 20092009, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire signed a partnership agreement , NMS of Côte d’Ivoire signed a partnership agreement 
with national ports (Abidjan, San Pedro) and the with national ports (Abidjan, San Pedro) and the 
Oceanographic Research Centre of Abidjan, in order to equip Oceanographic Research Centre of Abidjan, in order to equip 
the coast with sufficient marine stations.the coast with sufficient marine stations.

•• 2009 2009 –– 20102010: NMS of Côte d’Ivoire received about 30,000 : NMS of Côte d’Ivoire received about 30,000 euroseuros
for the acquisition of equipments (computers, printers) and for the acquisition of equipments (computers, printers) and 
meteorological instruments (rain gauges).meteorological instruments (rain gauges).
NMS of Côte d’Ivoire plans to cooperate with local NMS of Côte d’Ivoire plans to cooperate with local 
decentralized communities in order to acquire and operate decentralized communities in order to acquire and operate 
additional rain gauges and additional rain gauges and climatologicalclimatological stations.stations.

IV/ IV/ EXAMPLESEXAMPLES (continued)(continued)



 New and growing needs for improved meteorological information, New and growing needs for improved meteorological information, 
particularly with regard to assessing and predicting climate for particularly with regard to assessing and predicting climate for 
risk management, adaptation to climate change, assistance to risk management, adaptation to climate change, assistance to 
maritime activities and applications for sociomaritime activities and applications for socio--economic growth economic growth 
and sustainable development are increasingly expressed by users and sustainable development are increasingly expressed by users 
of meteorology in Côte d’Ivoire.  of meteorology in Côte d’Ivoire.  

 NMS of Côte d’Ivoire therefore needs to be further developed, NMS of Côte d’Ivoire therefore needs to be further developed, 
particularly in terms of advanced technologies and human resources particularly in terms of advanced technologies and human resources 
to better cope with these demands. To do this, by 2013, it plans to better cope with these demands. To do this, by 2013, it plans 
to: to: 

V/ V/ OUTLOOK OUTLOOK 



V/ V/ OUTLOOKOUTLOOK (continued)(continued)

1)1)Improve national supply of meteorological services through better Improve national supply of meteorological services through better 
observing networks, more efficient forecasting models and more observing networks, more efficient forecasting models and more 
interaction with users; interaction with users; 

2)2)DensifyDensify the observing network by the creation of new stations and the observing network by the creation of new stations and 
the introduction of automatic weather stations;  the introduction of automatic weather stations;  

3)3)Replace all measuring instruments (conventional recorders) in use Replace all measuring instruments (conventional recorders) in use 
since 1977; since 1977; 

4)4)Build a metrology laboratory for maintenance and calibration of Build a metrology laboratory for maintenance and calibration of 
measuring instruments; measuring instruments; 

5)5) Develop and implement networks of radars, lightning detection Develop and implement networks of radars, lightning detection 
stations, measuring air pollution stations and automatic weather stations, measuring air pollution stations and automatic weather 
stations.stations.



V/ V/ OUTLOOKOUTLOOK (continued)(continued)

6)6)Recruit maintenance staff and boost their operational Recruit maintenance staff and boost their operational 
capabilities through access to education and professional capabilities through access to education and professional 
training courses; training courses; 

7)7)Provide maintenance staff with high quality toolboxes and Provide maintenance staff with high quality toolboxes and 
appropriate calibration and testing equipments;  appropriate calibration and testing equipments;  

8)8)Create an electronic library containing WMO manuals and guides, Create an electronic library containing WMO manuals and guides, 
and make it accessible;   and make it accessible;   

9)9)Search technical and financial assistance for: Search technical and financial assistance for: 
•• the upgrading of observing stations and measuring the upgrading of observing stations and measuring 

instruments; instruments; 
•• the training of technical staff. the training of technical staff. 



VI/ VI/ CONCLUSION CONCLUSION 

 Meteorology would be nothing without measuring instruments Meteorology would be nothing without measuring instruments 
and well trained staff. Through its own resources, NMS of and well trained staff. Through its own resources, NMS of 
Côte d’Ivoire performs activities and equipments related to Côte d’Ivoire performs activities and equipments related to 
the establishment and operation of Global Observing System, the establishment and operation of Global Observing System, 
including the acquisition of high quality monitoring systems including the acquisition of high quality monitoring systems 
and initial training of its staff. and initial training of its staff. 

 However, exorbitant cost of maintaining these equipments and However, exorbitant cost of maintaining these equipments and 
retraining of staff call for the technical and financial retraining of staff call for the technical and financial 
assistance of WMO, in particular through its program of assistance of WMO, in particular through its program of 
voluntary cooperation. voluntary cooperation. 



Thank you  Thank you  
for your kind for your kind 
attentionattention. . 


